Brushing your teeth, taking a shower or bathing the children
becomes a pleasure when using Minder’s soft water.

Welcome to the

world.

A range of water softeners exclusively designed for the modern
home.
Minder is a functional equipment
and has been designed with the
latest energy-saving technologies.
Thanks to its logarithmic volumetric system, it offers different
capacities which allow it to adapt
to any installation and offer the
highest performance with the
maximum possible salt and water
saving.
Thanks to its intelligent programming, Minder takes into account
the consumption peaks and performs micro-regenerations every
day to avoid running out of softened water at home. At the pre-set
time, Minder will perform the full
regeneration and thus it will be
ready to fulfil its new cycle.

Its highly reliable control valve
and an operating system with
all its mobile parts coated with
Teflon, guarantee durability and
prevent premature wear.
Minder provides more water and
a higher flow rate in less space.
It has been designed to be easily
installed in those places that our
competitors are unable to reach
and to offer the maximum comfort both in salt loading and maintenance.
Its ultra-compact, double thickness cabinet makes it a durable
and almost indestructible equipment.

Minder’s softened water will allow you to save on the maintenance of your appliances, to increase the service life of your
pipelines and installations, and improve the performance of
your dishwasher or washing machine, so your glasses or wineglasses will stay as bright as new and your clothes will retain all their colour.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
› Code: 960182
› Resin volume: 7 litres
› Valve: 8 x 15
› Working flow: 1.1 m3/h
› Maximum flow: 1.4 m3/h
› Maximum hardness: 50 ºHF
› LOW EFFICIENCY SETTING
Salt/regeneration: 0.4 kg
Exchange cap.: 23 ºHFxm3
› MEDIUM EFFICIENCY SETTING
Salt/regeneration: 0.6 kg
Exchange cap.: 28 ºHFxm3
› HIGH EFFICIENCY SETTING
Salt/regeneration: 0.8 kg
Exchange cap.: 32 ºHFxm3

› Backwash valve
› Micro-regenerations
› By-pass included
› Safety floating valve included
› Monosphere resin 350 - 600 µ
› Flint bed for a greater efficiency
in regeneration
› Brine with softened water

DIMENSIONS (A x B x C in mm)
Without by-pass
550 x 240 x 410
With by-pass
550 x 240 x 465

› Minimum flow rate: 0.1 m3/h
› Temperature range: 4 - 35 ºC
› Pressure range: 2.5 - 8 bar
A
› Pressure index: 8 bar
› Electrical connection: 220 V/50 Hz–24 VAC
› Rated electrical power: 4 W
› Protection: type III
C

B

Minder is an ultra-compact equipment, designed to
offer the maximum comfort during installation. ¡You
can even place it under the sink of your kitchen!
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